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Foreword

A primary goal of California public schools is to
basic

equal
opportunity for all pupils lo become proficient in the basic skills and
knowledgeable in the basic subjects. In our efforts to achieve this
goal, we must protide programs that are of sufficient scope and
depth to permit each child to learn at his or her own rate and to the
full level of his or her ability.

Gifted pupils, as, egrourrohave unfq44ducational needs, many of
which we can meet only by providing for a high degree of flexibility
in their educational programs. Several years ago the Deparbnant of
EducitiOn directed and coordinated a federally funded project for
the development of curriculum materials Of the type needed for such
programs. The 1970' edition of this curriculum guide was .a product
of those effbrts. I am pleased that the .Departinent now has the
opportunity to help further the educational opportunities for the
gifted by, publishing this 1977' edition, Curricuturn G for
Teaching Gifted Children. Social Sciences b' Grades Four
Sid. L am confident that this updated publi(ation will prove tq bb as
valuable as its predecessor in our efforts to help gifted children
realize their full potential.

Hi

Superintendent of Public Instreetion
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This curriculum guide, which was planned and completed
originally in 1970 as part of a project under proveidoni of die
Elementary and Secondary Edpcation act, Title V, was updated this
year as part of a Pubic Law 93-ABO, Section 404, project,
"Development of Teaching Competent and Talented." ,The guide is Intended for use by the teachers of students -whose
general mental ability places them in the top 2 percent of all boys )'and girls.

Curriculum Guide for Teaching Gifted Children Social. Sciences.
in Grades Four Through Six is one of a series of curriculum slides for
use by teachers of mentally gifted students. The 1970 edition of the
guide was written by Catherine- B. Burch, Aisociate Professor,
Educational Psychology; and Coordinator, Training Program for
Personnel for the Gifted, University of Georgia. She prepared the
guide under the direction of John. C. Gowan, Professor of Education,
and his assistant, Joyce Soliritag, Assistant Professor of plucatiori,
both of San Fernando Valley 'State' College (now California State
University, Northridge). This guide was updated by 'Florence Fraley,
Coordinator for. Menially Gifted Minors, Pasad:na Unified School
District, under the diction of Paul D. Plowman, Consultant, Gifted
and Talented 'Education, California State Department of Education;
and Director of the project. `-

'
DAVIS W. CAMPBELL

I. WILLIAM MAYDeputy Superintendery
Arsitunt Superintendentfor Programs

and Director, Officeof
nurkultern Samba

RE X C. FORTUNE . SIEG F. MENAssociate Superintendent
Program Mangierfor Sicondary Education

of the Gifted and TalentedPrograms
Education Management Tent
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Introduction

This curriculum guide; subtitled "Creative People," is not intended
to be si complete study of the topic of people and their individuality,
creativeness, or uniqueness. The. portions of such a study stiggested
within this guide are but introductory in nature. Depth and breadth
of pursuit of the topic must be left to the innovations of teachers
and their gifted students.

The guide has been writtenmto reflect some of the concepts
discussed by the author in the parallel Teaching Gifted Childr_n
Social Sciences in Grades Four Through Six.' Major objectives for
the guide are centered on concepts related to the development by
gifted students of their own creativity and productivity and,
eventually, of their own realization of personal potential through
contributions to humanity.

Through the more complete study of creative and productive
persons, it is expected that the gifted students may begin to feel
within themselves intrinsic motivation for being and ,becoming as
individuals that which is their beat self. A continuing study of
"Creative. People" in both breadth Ind depth, if introduced in
concentration in the intermediate grades, mot significantly effect a
change away from the recognized "fouith-dump" in creativity. If
they begin, to experience and feel the qualities portrayed by creative:
contributors to society, students day begin to find wealth and joy in
their own productivity. ,

'Catherine B. Bruch, Teaching Gifted Odlibin Social Sciences in Grades Foul Moult%
Six. Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1970.
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Behavioral Objectivei

The behavioral objectives that follow are designed to proride
students with experiences for developing traits and skills of creativity
ri well as more general social icience objectives. The objectives
should not be considered completc, they axe only examples for
elaboration by experimenters with the ideas presented in this guide.
The objeCtives are categorized as follows: .

Learning Skills
Learning skills include problem solving, attention, and initiative

and independence.

A.Problem solving ,
1. "Applies problem-solving procedures gained from the social

sciences to everyday situations
2. Habitually checks multiple jounces for information
3. Risks tentative ideas for further development through

discussion
4. Formulates and attempts to check out hypotheses
5. Shows unusual ability to organize complex talks
6. Pursues problem soliing through systematic search to

conchisions
7. Follows through on his or her most productive ideas to

satisfactory conclusions

-/'BAttention
1. Demonstrates prolonged attention when working on indb-. ,.pendent investigation%
2. Tends to be difficult to distract when searcaing for complex

answers
3. Works beyond the designated time allotted for a task (e.g.,

into recess tithe) or undertakes self-assigned homework
investigations

C. Initiative and independence
1. Pursues self4nitiated learning to greater depth than do his or

her peers
2. Displays evidente of chriosity and attempts experimentation
3. Uses delays in classroom routine productively.

8



rive Processes

- 1. Utilizes cofiipiex cognitive processes of productive thinking
(Guilford' trueture of Intellect"; convergent production, d'mitr:

gent uction, and evaluation; higher levels of Bloom's Taxonomy
dvanced abstraction levels)'
2. Tolerates longer periods of openness or ambiguity before

seeking closure
3: Is an absorbed listener in discussions or eh ngiriii presenta-

tions of adults or peers

3

.4. Raises penetrating questions beyond the minimal "need-to-
know"

5. Examines objets closely, experimenting with various angles

and powibilitiet
6. Challenges, compares, and perceives contradictions in ideas of

authorities
7. Entertains bold new possibilities for finding solutions
8. Uses analogies, n writing and speaking
9. Demonstrates flexibilitff through production of a variety of

ideas
10. Interacts with adaptability to the ideas presented foy others
11. Elaborates his or her own ideas to present adequate ',eta and

rationale
12. Extends his or her own ideas and those, of °theta ("piggy-

backs" on ideas), deriving further infaences, syntheses, and implica-
tions

13. Finds relationships between apparently unrelated concepti
across several subject disciplines

14. Synthesizes complex patterns of relationships between ideas'
15. Seeks and accepts constructive criticism of his or her ideas-and

work
Affective Processes

1. Perceives familiar objects or ideas in new ways
2. Is not *satisfied with simple cognitive performances, such as

mere accumulation of knowledge or memorization of data
3, Displays intellectual honesty in an intense search for truth
4. Prefers to learn in, creative and independent ways rather than

by authority
5. Exhibits freedom of expression in oral discussions and story

telling

I See 1. P. Guilford and P. R. Merrifield, The Structure of Intellect Model: Ili Uses and
Thsplleations. Los Angeles: University of Southern California. 1960. See also Taxonomy of
Educational OMeethme: The Cbseifkalion of Ndmeationil Goals - II endbook Cognitive

Domain. Edited by Benjamin S. Bloom. New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1956.
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6. Shares his or her Own discoveries with others
7. Is open to scathe& expwiencing, awareness of beauty in the

arts, and humart sensitivitif to others .
8. Is comfortable with ,expressions of intuitive ideas or imaginary

propositions
9. Is unashamed in apantaneous expressions of feelings derived

from human undentandingswhether of imaginary or real persons
1 Cf. Evidgnces concern for his or her peers, neighbors, and distantpersons
11. Displays self-confidence and assurance without selfishness or

lack ofconsideration for peers and others ..

12. Sets realistic but active oak for his or her self-actualization
13. Accepts constructive criticism as helpful for his or her

personal growth
,

If.. Tolerates negative adssit and peer pressures without giving upin putsuit of possibly validsoluIp'ns to problems
The preceding behavioral objectives may- be synopsized for the

teacher's observations, or for the eltildren"s self-observations, into a
rating chart or checklist form such as that illustrated in Figure 4-1.

rSo that children ttlight use the checklist, it is suggested that they

'ons of the meanings of the tectives could parallel the study
"Creative People," particularly i \ the teacher uses the idea of a

heclant for Children ,to evaluate their own progress. Other relevant
bjectives may be added to the list after 'discussions or individual
tinseling with children about their personal goals for becoming
eative and productive persons.

keep copies of the objectives in their personal notebooks. Then they
an simply rate their own growth on weekly charts. Only those items,

that are pertinent need be marked during eparticular week.; .

S
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Date Name

Directions: Rate each area which applies according to the scale ( 1 to 5) below. *

.
Learning skills

°Problem solving

Cognitive processes Affective processes

1. , 1. 1.

2. 2. 2..

3. 3.
3.

4. 4.
_ 4.

5. 5. 5.

6. 6. 6.

7. 7. 7.

Attention 8. 8.
1. 9. 9.

2. .
, ...- 10. 10.

3. 11. 11.

Initiativl and independence
1.

12.
13.

12.
13.

\ ;

2. ' 14. 14.
'I

3. 15.

.

'Ratings: (1) Needs improvement., (2) evidenced not at all; (3) evidenced'once; (4) evidenced several times (2-5); (5) evidenced
consistently (six or more times; or habitual attribute needing n., improvement).

1,

Fig. 1.1. Rating checklist: productive learning

. 11
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/CHAPTER 2.

The Study of Creative Pao&
The major concepts from the social scierke disciplines are all

related to the study of the central theme, people. Thus, for the gifted
child, concepts dealing with creative people may be interwoven with
structtiral bases in the sot:71 sciences. Creative people may be
introduced deliberately in fourth-grade materials. Even at this early
intermediate level, gifted students will have been exposed to prior
learning About persons who have achieved: As the students progrees
through the intermediate grades andbeyond, they will gain increased
cognitive and affective comprehension of what it means to be a
creative, productive person.

While the teachers may wish to develop their own categories of
outstanding achievements with their students, Figure 2-1 offers a
suggested means for structuring the contimir study of creative
people. Depending on the composition and inlerests of the class and
teachers, the sequencing of study in different seglenb of the
outlined structure would vary from class to class.

The basic plan would be that students elect to become involved in
long-term study of components of the structure given in Figure 24.
Some students might prefer to devote themselves to an in-depthstudy of one person or category of pennons; .other students might
select a time span to study across the breadth of several categories of
creative - persons or might contrast present, past, and future times.Comparisons of characteristics or syntheses could lead to multiple
possibilities for activities involving productive thinking and affective
awareness of creative qualities.

Guiding Questions
As guides to major concepts from the social sciences, the following

questions may be interspersed throughout the study of creative
people to encourage a broad pursuit of ideas on the topie. The
teacher, or the teacher and students together, may chollae those areasif focus for investigation; discovery, and discussion.

PhYdal GeoSraPhY .-
1. How iutsve differences in climate affected the -lives and

productivity of creative men and women?

12
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2. Have some creative persons been especially affected by the
climate where they lived? .

3. How have creative men atilt women adapted and modified
their lives in responsc to problems presented by climatic conditions?

Wht other physical conditions of the land have limited or
helped creeti;,e persons?

Cultural. Geography

1. In what way has each creative person's environment in a
particular locale contributed to his or her economic welfare?

2. Pow have social and societal patterns in each creative person's
environment affected his or her behavior?

3. In what ways has the political environment modified the
creative productivity of each creative man or woman?

4. In what parts of the world have economic, social, and political
factors increased people's productivity?

5. In what areas have conditions been such that creative people
have been greatly inhibited in their productions?

History

1. How would you present the sequence of development of
creative .men and women in each of the sciences; in the several forms
of art; in literature (prose and poetry); in social leadership; in
inventions; and in other areas? .

2. Why have changes, creative productions, and inventions taken
place more rapidly in certain periods in history?

3. What has contributed tc.. the inhibition or delay of creative
progress in other periods in history?

4. What have been some of the common characteristics of
creative men and women in the different periods in history?

5. What are the implications for creative progress at this time.?
6. What are some predictions for creative men and women in the

future?
7. What may be the effects of a cultural heritage on various

kinds of creativity?
8. What has appeared to be the role of ideals4lbics, and moral

values in the development of people' creativity?
9. How would you collect, specify, analyze, and interpret data

-aiated to any of the previous questions?

Political Science

1. What has been the importance of the state or the nation in the
development of a particular creative person?
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2. How has a particular country's philosophy of government
affected the creativity of men and women in that country?

3. What may be the particular conditions that foster "social.
invention"?

4. Why do' certain countries appear to have more flexible and
cr-ative people leading their governments? .

5. How may people someday invent an effective international,
even global and interplanetary, political system based on humanistic
ideals?

6. What are the conditions under which civilization produces
larger measures of freedom to be creative?

7. What are some .of the differences involved betimen a political
climate in which creative persons are contributing to humanity and a
political climate in which creativity develops more in terms of
self-Lterest only?

8. Is democracy necessary for the fostering of creative produc-
..

tivity in citizens?
9. How do creative persons show their responsibility as citizens?

At.

Economics

. 1. How have creative persons contributed to the economic
welfare and economic progress of society? ...._

2. What are the relationships between the creative arts (painting,
music, and literature) and the productivity of the economy?

3. What evidence is there that some creative people are pro-.

ductive despite economic deprivation?
4. Does competition foster or inhibit creative thinking? Why?

'5. What may be the relationship between standard of living and

creativity in various countries?

Anthropology
. .

1. What are the factors contributing to the evolution of more
creative cultures?

2. How would one characterize the development of less creative

cultures? ),

3. What is some of the earliest evidence Or the human being's
ability to adapt and adjust to his or her natural environment?

4. In what ways are creative men and women Mote inventive in
adapting to their natural environment than are other men and women?

5. What would it have been like to be a creative person 1,000
years ago? 500 years ago? 100 years ago?

'6. How is a person's cultural background related to his or her

creativity?
7. How do various cultures place different sets of values on kinds

of creativeness?

15
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8. What are the creative opportunities and the urgent prouiems
that need resolution in our culture 'today?

9. What basic changes in the culture will by made in the next
100 y ars?

10. What are some of the problems that people must resolve to
prrmote the welfare of humankind and mutual respect for various
cultural patterns?

11. Are there variations in the creative productivity of various
ethnic groups? If so, why do such differences exist?

12. What is the respo.;bility of society to the creative person?
Psychology ../.......

1. How does the creative person behave among other people?
2. What are the special needs of creative persons?
3. How are 'creative men and women like or unlike other people?
4. To what extent do creative persons need social groups of

other people? -

5. What have been the effects of group membership on the pro-
ductis Ity of 'various creative prisons?

6. How mature are creative persons.in comparison with other
persons of the same chronological ages?

7. What are the personality characteristics of creative persons in
comparison with those of other'persons? -

8. How do creative persons value socialization?

Sociology

1. Are there any special conflicts of creative persons with their
social systems?

2. How do these conflicts come about?
3. How do creative persons communicate their new ideas to

other persons?
4. How may a person realize more ofIlis or her own possibilities

to produce in creative ways?
.

5. What' may be some of the effects of social class on creative
performance?

6. What is the probable relationship of prestige to future
creativity? 0

7. Does the creative person relate well to the established goals of
a society? Why?

8. How do creative people in one culture relate to creative
. -people in another,culture?

9. Are some Societies more mauve than others? Why?
10. How do such societies adapt and progress more rapidly than

others?

16



11. What is the difference between social invention and' social
revolution?

PhilosePhY

1. HOw do the creative person's values and philosophies relate to
his or her personal style of creating?

2. How do logic and emotions, influence creative productivity?
3. How do-creative persons judge their works?
4. Why may there be a lag between society's decision. that

creative work has value and the creator's opinion that his or her work
is outstanding?

5. Do creative persons prefer a philosophical emphasis upon
ideas rather than "things"? Why?

6. Whit is a creative man, woman, or child?

Suggested Activities

Gifted students and their teachers will discover a greater wealth
,understanding about creative persons if they themusives study"
together ways of developing their own innovative activities related to
the mainstream of the unit, of study. The bases for 4:dariningiurther
activities may be found in this author's parallel reakhing Gifted
Children 'Social Sciences in Grades Four through Ste. 'to ensure that
the choice of activities is left to the individual teacherind classroom
group, ohly a few procedures and suggestions are given as follows:

Procedures
a. Frequently discuss different kinds of 'thinking with the

class. Have the children and the teacher recognize the
need for varying procedures when some :kinds of produc-
tive thinking are not being Wed;

b. Plan regular petiods for applying definite practice in
productive thinking activities.

c. Create a growing climate of openness for studying and
using creative processes' described by creative persons.

d. Form the habit of examining ideas for logic, imaginative-
ness, and constructive criticism.

e. Before starting an investigation or' research, have the
students take inventory of the facts already known. Build
on the known and comps. lists of before 'and after.

2. Suggestions.
a. Have the students write divergent thinking questions for

. discussions of state textbooks and other references.
b. Produce valid materials and activities that ha-ie. not

appeared in texts, reference books, or audiovisual mate-

- 17
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q. Collect evidence of expansions of Miginalpcoducts in the
oreserd.

3.- Expansion: A World of Change-
41' Rapid- changes are taldng place in this 'del lac age. Many .
problems arise from the new scientific knowledge. Per ape
should think of some of these Apreatiars:

.
a. What will automation mean to people trying to find ,lobs?
b. How can different count ties 'Nun to live in peace in this

time of the atom? -

c. How do new means of transportation said oormunrication
concern our

d. What might happen if we keep buptovhig mu scientific -

knowledge?
e. What might tappen if we try to improve health and

education around the world?

These are concerns all peopk of ideas nave for their world.
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Pilot Study

CHAPTER

A pilot study on -the topic "Men' and Women of Ideas" vas made"-
in 35 intermediate grade classrocms in southern California to find
out what thinking processes would evolve in discuisions following
the lesions. In the study all of the students ,involved listened to
identical tape recordings of the lessons while following the script of
the lessons in mimeographed form. .

The- tispestripts of sonie of -the- disctinsionslare given in-the-next --v"
section. The thought processes involved appear, in coded -four. (in
parentheses after each portion of dialogue. The code itisff is --
explained as follows:

Cod; Explanatko

R Routine: management, structuring, praise or repruac
or disagreement

Q: R A question about R -

C-M Cognitive-memory: recitatiOp, quoting, factual statements, cr
restatements of previous content

Q:C-M A question about or liking for C-M . .

CT Convergent thinking: explanation, generalization, summary con-
clusion, or logipal deduction

Q:CT A question about-or asklittfor CT
ET . Evaluativr thinking: a rating, judgment, opinion", or counter-

' Y judgment
Q:ET A question about or asking for ET
DT Divergent thinking (creative thinking): elaborations, implications,

divergent associations; or spontaneous synthesis of new ideas

Note: Bracketed coding, such as (C-M(CT/tET)] , indicates that
;he actual thought process w_ igs the lust indicated, even though it is a
repetition bf a prior idea. In the example just given, the speaker
repeated information regrding a prior statement of MET.

Teacher I
Teacher: How do you think that new means of transportation and

communication will affect our lives? (Q: DT) ,

Pit: Well, hie our transportation to the moon, there might be-
chemicals up there that might help people that are
crippled to be well again so they can walk. (R & DT)
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Marcus: Well, we *awe boats and planes and everything that help
-tramport people ird supplies to.other countrieLIDT)

Vicki: Well, we save time beams! if we had horses instead of cue,
. they don't no as fait au a car would, and it would take a

couple of days if yOu have to net somewhere hit ht an
. emeroncy'or somethina. On & ET): ,

Sally, I think it "week htdri.o* country too became, Mce Vicki .,

said, i1the3r. didn't make the cars we wouldn't be able to
. 't- go visit ash fake*, or\ if you needed an Owning or

anythilig like that, it wOuld take a lot more time than If
von had hjet or plane dt\ ei- car; It would be quicker and
easier to net o these planek (ET & DT) .

Note: In, the discussion Past aonc1uded, One divergent question led
to complex productive, thoughts, Perlsa ti:. predictive of future,
innovations. '(Thele recorded discussions took phix in 1966, well
bpfoie the landing, on the moon.) .

Teacher U.
Teacher: at are some of the ways the automobile has changed life in

our American conlinunities? (Q. DT)
Child: If we didn't have the automobiles, we couldn't go many

places; and there wouldn't be many places because they
wouldn't build because of no why to get there. (DT & Cl)

Child: Everybody would have to use horses, and horses cost a lot to
feed..(DT & ET)

Child: We get where we want to go faster. ox)
Child: We wouldn't have tractors to put pavement on the ground or

even to build houses. (DI).
Teacher: Right. They didh't have roads in those days, so it has,changed

the appearance of our times. (R, C-M, & CT)
Chiid: " If someone was sick or something, like in some of these little

towns that only have one doctor, the doctor could get to
them faster. And we have ambulances- Agar, and penple'
would ()et where they want to save other people's lives.
(DT &C'T)

That's a wry good point. (R)
Well, to get a fire engine to a fire, they'd have to use those

oft time fire engines. They can't get there too fast. (ET)
Something about how cars influence your life. If you're

playing in the street, or something, and the cars come by,
well, you hardly get to play at akanYmore. (It & DI)

Yes. So, they've changed our communities in some adverse
ways also haft they? (CT..& Q:

If you're going some place that is an hour away today, by
hone it would probably take you all day. (Li')

I liked especially the ideas about our community services.
Certainly, this has helped improvi our health, hasn't it?
(CT & R):

2/

Teacher:
Child:

Child:

I se
:10'1
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Note: In the discussion just soneludra, the teacher several times
used positive reinforcement of divergent ideas.

Teacher IR

David: On the question, "How did the automobile change life in
America?" Well, hike Arthur said, we have the drapter,
and we have a lot of different kinds of cars that go a lot
faster and get people there a lot faster. [R(Q: DT) &
C-Mj

Craig: Well, comparing the telephone with the car: If the telephone
is good at communicating stuff, what would be the use if
you have to walk there? So, I think the car is just as good
as the telephone. (DT & ET)

James: When Henry Ford tried to lower the price of cars, he lowered
the price of motors, too. (CT)

Wendy: Well, he bought mines and rubber plantations so the materials
would cost less, and he paid workers to do their jobs
better. (C-M)

David: Henry Ford wanted to have more cars, so he lower ed the
price of the cars so more people could have them because
only rich people could have them. (C-M)

I think it is possible to imagine that without any automobiles
today companies would go broke because workers would
take so long to get there. (DT)

Craig: Well, I thinka- (ET) A

James: Well, I tdollrthe question, "If the Wright Brothers had not

James:

David:

James:

Eric:

invented the plane, would wehe able to fly joday?" Well,
I really think we could have because someone else could
have invented it. (R(Q: ET) ET]

You can fly. If you climb up a tree and jump down, Yott're
flying. (CT)

Well, the Wrights thought of irbecaise they saw balloons
going-up, probably. (C"f &-ET)

Well, there were a lot of people before the Wrights who
thought of it. They just hadn't gotten the right idea. The
question on the last part of the last page, "What might
happen if we keep improving scientific knowledge?" If we
do, pretty soon We 'might be living on the bottom of the
ocean and all time things. (CM, ET, R(Q: DT) DTI

James: Well, the next thing you know we're going to be living in a
different solar system altogether. (DT)

Note: In the discussion just concluded, the children used the text
quest. ms as guides to their own discussions. A variet)i of flroductive
thoughts thus emerged. Implicit in this approach is the question
what would happen if divergent 'cues were included in man:
curricular mgterials.

22
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